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A new framing for cloud innovation

Introduction

C

What if a large hospital system could
aggregate all of its data for opioid
prescriptions—how many milligrams were
prescribed, for what demographic patients,
to achieve what types of outcomes—in the
last 30, 60, or 90 days? What if by doing so,
the hospital could build up months of data
and start to understand prescribing habits
for opioids, when a physician might be
overprescribing or underprescribing, and
what kind of correlation does or could that
have on patient outcomes? Could it help
to stop an epidemic? Would that allow the
hospital to solve other challenges? Perhaps
streamline insurance claims, better manage
predictability around the prescription
supply chain, or expand the technology to
innovate around other approaches, such
as cardiovascular disease data analysis or
precision medicine? Some companies are
asking these questions and building cloudenabled solutions in an attempt to create
this future today.1 This can be made a
reality using cloud and artificial intelligence
(AI). Cloud technology is expected to be a
cornerstone of innovation strategies like
this one.

LOUD IS ALREADY set to drive significant
transformation in every industry, sector,
and domain over the next five years.2 That

transformation—or innovation—will come from
business agility, new products, data strategies,
intelligent solutions, breakthroughs in software

engineering and platforms, or ecosystems enabled
by cloud. However, cloud investment isn’t keeping
pace with these innovation goals.
The future of cloud appears to demand a new
approach, one that aligns cloud innovation strategy
with future business goals, enables leaders to make
the financial and technical decisions today to
create the innovative futures of tomorrow, and
reconciles competing business needs with technical
and financial considerations.
In essence, organizations are looking to use the
cloud to drive secure, data-driven innovation and
advance key business initiatives, but they have a
number of competing business priorities.
Therefore, by taking an approach that considers
business, technical, and financial priorities
together, they can gain greater value from their
cloud innovation strategies.
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Cloud innovation and
why it matters

C

LOUD IS AN innovation enabler, but as

to process and coordinate information across all of

disruptor (blockchain, IoT, edge) and next

these other computing options.5 Cloud technology

horizon (quantum) computing technologies

can help modernize the business core, power

kick in, cloud architectures are becoming

computing infrastructures, drive data strategies,

increasingly complex.4 The cloud is being stretched

and enable experiences across today’s enabling,
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tomorrow’s disruptive, and future next horizon
technologies (figure 1). As organizations use cloud
technology to innovate, they should think about
where cloud can support them and how, and the
chief information officer (CIO) should guide them
on that journey.
Business strategy needs to inform the cloud
innovation strategy,6 but technical realities also
have a part to play. For many CIOs, it can be a
challenge to coordinate competing priorities across
the business when the CEO, the chief marketing
officer (CMO), the chief data officer (CDO), the
chief information security officer (CISO), and
practically every leader in the organization wants a
piece of the cloud team to innovate their business.
All of these competing needs, varied expectations,
and budgeting conversations tend to happen in
different pockets of the organization without a
unifying way of assessing them as part of a broader
strategy. By taking a more intentional approach to
understand the business, technical, and risk sides
of the innovation equation, CIOs can help their
organizations gain greater mileage from their
cloud investments.
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A new framing for
cloud innovation
Business factors driving the
future of cloud innovation

address the IT operations business driver, we’ll
touch on four corresponding outcomes that all
focus on building resilient and secure cloud

On the business side, there are four major

applications, networks and infrastructures:

innovation areas where certain market forces and
• Business operations and continuity:

desired business outcomes are driving the business
to the cloud. These are IT operations, data strategy,

Looks to achieve automated business

customer experience management, and distributed

operations and redundancy for greater

ecosystems (figure 2). Each of these drivers can be

organizational resilience and to protect the

thought of as a continuum with certain desired

integrity of core business services

business outcomes. Each business driver and
• Remote workforce management: Aims to

outcome will then have corresponding technical
requirements. That said, there is no one “right”

meet or exceed baseline operations and

cloud innovation approach as organizations are

continuity requirements to enhance operations

striving to achieve several, if not all, of these

supporting the workforce (whether internal/

business outcomes. Gaining a deeper

external workers or technology that enables

understanding of the relationship among business

work) in achieving work outcomes

drivers, desired business outcomes, and the
• Proactive cybersecurity: Uses intelligent

technical requirements at the innovation strategy
level can help to prioritize competing initiatives

automation to build on business continuity and

and gain economies of scale.

optimized workforce requirements to

IT operations: Many organizations are doubling

detection, and remediation, particularly in light

down on cloud technologies to support business

of secure cloud infrastructure requirements

continuity, remote workforce management,

necessary to enable the remote workforce

streamline cybersecurity monitoring, threat

proactive cybersecurity, and proactive governance
• Proactive governance: Expands proactive

because the pandemic has illustrated the need to
be prepared for future business disruption. Nearly

cybersecurity automation strategies to

all legacy applications will be migrated to the

automate a wide array of business operations,

7

public cloud by 2024,8 and analysts expect the

including cyber; risk; IT; compliance; and

cloud-based conferencing market to grow to over

governance, via a DevOps culture that

US$6.3 billion by 2024 (from US$5 billion in

accelerates time to production by

2020)9 to support the remote work trend. To

contemplating security and risk early
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FIGURE 2

A new framing for cloud innovation
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Data strategy: Data is the backbone of strategic

working in silos or are expanding ad hoc analytics

decision-making in a digital world.10 With data

capabilities.11 Cloud and data modernization

volumes growing at a dramatic rate and despite

strategies are inextricably linked12 and, therefore,

going through a “big data” decade, some

to harness actionable data intelligence,

organizations still struggle to gain meaningful

organizations can use cloud to enable data

business intelligence. A Deloitte survey of

consolidation, analytics, intelligence through

US-based analytics professionals reveals that 63%

machine learning (ML), and insight at the

of surveyed organizations are aware of analytics,

“intelligent edge.”13 The secure cloud’s role in

but lack the necessary infrastructure, and are still

supporting data strategies could be significant,
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with the global cloud analytics market expected to

driver, we can focus on four corresponding

grow by 25% to US$65.4 billion by 2025, cloud

business outcomes:

14

ML expected to reach US$13 billion by 2025,15 and
• Frictionless agile experience

cloud-adjacent technologies, including edge and
quantum, on the rise.16 Given this data strategy

management: Attempts to deliver speed

driver, we’ll focus on four corresponding business

and usability to customers with secure, trusted

outcomes:

solutions

• Data consolidation: Tries to bring together

• Omnichannel customer experience

and secure data from across the organization

management: Focuses on securely optimizing

whether related to workforce, customers,

the experience across every point of interaction

industries, or geographies

with the customer, whether mobile, online,
or offline

• Data analytics: Aims to gain meaningful,
• Personalized and virtual experiences:

actionable business intelligence from secure
data, whether consolidated or not, to aid

Looks to use a number of possible

decision-making

technologies—AI, augmented reality (AR)/
virtual reality (VR), consumer identity, etc.—to

• Data intelligence (ML): Focuses on creating

create more personalized experiences and user

artificial intelligence (AI)–enabled, predictive

journeys where individuals are empowered to

business strategies with data security across a

consent and note preferences as to what

range of potential stakeholders (workforce,

information they share and when

client, etc.), and internal and external use cases
• Powering spatial web: Attempts to build
• Data at the “intelligent edge”: Looks to

interconnected, fully immersive, and data-

harness data from across a more distributed

driven experiences, bringing in technologies,

data ecosystem and a more distributed range of

such as AR and digital twins, to engage and

computing devices (mobile, cloud, edge, and

delight users

batteryless platforms) to gain meaningful
Distributed ecosystems: The distributed cloud

business intelligence while securing data

market is expected to grow by as much as 24% to
Customer experience management: Many

reach US$3.9 billion, by 2025.18 Digital ecosystems

organizations have placed—or are looking to place—

have gained attention, with 52% of CIOs in an

the customer at the center of their business

industry survey saying their “deep and integrated

strategy. Research suggests this to be a sound

digital ecosystems” greatly enhance innovation.19

approach—companies that focus on “human-

Academic research has shown that creating a large

centric marketing” have been found to grow up to

network of ecosystems can help harness

17 times faster with double the 3-year revenue

distributed innovation to better solve externally

growth of their peers.17 Regardless of the business

driven problems.20 While platform and ecosystem

outcome, cloud technology can create seamless,

models have been around for decades, the

immersive, and impactful experiences. To support

continued rise of disruptive and next-generation

the customer experience management business

technologies we discussed in Figure 1 have pushed

7
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Technical considerations
impacting the future
of cloud innovation

organizations to take a closer look at whether these
strategies are ripe for innovation. For the
distributed ecosystems business driver, we can
focus on four corresponding business outcomes:

CIOs can be an important partner for the CDO and
• Enterprise platforms: Supports a

cloud-innovation business stakeholders to align

centralized data or product delivery strategy

multiple innovation programs across shared goals

with a consistent experience and secure,

and where solutions may be extensible. Conversely,

centralized data collection across users21

CIOs are well-positioned to offer guidance on
where cloud innovation programs require vastly

• Connected digital supply chain:

different solutions. These conversations can be

Streamlines supply chain operations and

streamlined by thinking through four technical

enables secure, predictive supply chain

factors:

planning for greater business resilience
and profitability22

1. The operating model and how centralized or
distributed it is

• Digital ecosystem: Enables secure data
strategies across distributed business networks

2. Adoption of standards

to increase transparency, streamline operations,
reduce fraud, and address other ecosystem

3. The infrastructure-adaptation potential and

concerns

how restrained by legacy technology it is

• Network of ecosystems: Aids with solving

4. The execution strategy and how cloud(s)-

complex, externally driven problems if they

centric it is

reach beyond the organization’s business
ecosystem of direct individuals (workers,

As with the business drivers, each of these technical

customers) and organizations (partners,

factors can be thought of as a continuum, with

suppliers) to individuals or organizations that

technical decisions aligned to business

are loosely connected (or networked) to its

requirements—consciously making trade-offs all

ecosystem, and thereby might impact it

the while.

Once established and prioritized, these business

Operating models for cloud today are largely

drivers and outcomes can provide a useful starting

centralized. This may be appropriate for product

point to think through the corresponding

strategies—build this solution for a defined

technology priorities.

market—but could pose a challenge for programs
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that cut across teams, business units, industries,

typically work well for IT. A stagnant approach

and geographies. In those cases, more distributed

tries to make incremental change to improve the

operating models—such as a committee or center

solution over time. Cloud strategies, however, tend

of excellence—might work better; 75% of surveyed

to thrive when they trend toward evolutionary

organizations with cloud-first strategies are already

(migrating and modernizing solutions) or agile

operating in this way.23

(developing iteratively). This allows organizations
to eliminate historical constraints and create a

Adoption of standards varies. Standards can be

stronger foundation for change.26

technical (e.g., security), data-driven, or industryspecific. Some organizations prefer open-source

Execution strategy can have a range of options:

software.24 Others follow specific cloud or technical

Ubiquitous clouds (with flexible computing

standards, of which there are hundreds, if not

anytime and anywhere), plural clouds (which bring

thousands.25 There may even be a mandate to use

together multiple cloud solutions), hybrid cloud

certain standard toolkits, coding languages, or

(which requires a coordinated public/private cloud

vendors. Think about when standard tools might

strategy), and cloud captive (where organizations

speed development, when they may constrain

are locked into a cloud-only strategy, for better or

future options, and what the trade-offs are.

worse). While hybrid cloud is the current standard
approach,27 certain scenarios may require

Infrastructure adaptation is about how easy

something different.

(or difficult) it is for an organization to modernize
technology today and into the future. A regression

And that’s the important point—to ground business

approach retrofits new technologies into old

strategy in a concrete technical reality, the CIO and

contexts, and while it may work for modernizing an

the chief cloud officer can think through these

old building to become energy efficient, it doesn’t

cloud innovation scenarios across the C-suite.
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Four potential cloud
innovation scenarios

C

LOUD INNOVATION CAN support a

We plotted the two more operational drivers on the

multitude of different business strategies

x-axis (i.e., the organization’s propensity to

and scenarios, but how can organizations

prioritize internal operations or external customer

achieve those possibilities? This is where scenario

experience management) and data maturity on the

thinking can help compare and reconcile

y-axis. These produce four scenarios: reactive

competing priorities, break silos, and drive

responders for the CEO; experience innovators for

collaboration—all to achieve better outcomes

the CMO/CxO; proactive data defenders for the

and value.

CISO; and AI-fueled entrepreneurs for the CDO/
chief data scientist (figure 3).

To illustrate, think back to the business drivers (IT
operations, data strategies, customer experience

These scenarios are not necessarily mutually

management, and distributed ecosystems). These

exclusive, though. An organization might attempt

drivers can help organizations to start to innovate

to achieve just one scenario or have a road map

differently. We’re going to show a few examples to

that includes all of them in some variance. While

help place you in the framing and help you see how

each of these scenarios could potentially be

it can be used to ground overlapping business and

achieved to some extent, with enough time, budget,

technical requirements of four C-suite cloud

and resources, the organization will need to decide

innovation scenarios.

what is most important, what is feasible to tackle
first in a three- to five-year road map, and what

First, a short explanation of our methodology.

trade-offs it’s making in the process (figure 4).
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FIGURE 3

The interplay of operational drivers and data maturity yields four scenarios
Data strategy maturity across data
consolidation, analytics, intelligence,
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low data maturity
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Strategic drivers: IT operations focus from internal to internal and external
with increased focus on customer experience driver across product and
ecosystem models
Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

For example, reactive responders and

understand, and perhaps reconcile, business

AI-fueled entrepreneurs can both benefit from

drivers and outcomes with technical considerations

being standards-aligned, but proactive data

to create these futures. For example, it is more

defenders may configure their cloud solutions

than likely that the CIO and the chief cloud strategy

with only some use of standards. Knowing this can

officer have numerous programs that need to be

help create economies of scale and more finely

addressed simultaneously.

tune cloud innovation strategies. That said, it will
likely require the CIO to work across the C-suite to

Now, on to the scenarios!
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FIGURE 4

Business factors driving cloud innovation strategies
and technical factors impacting cloud architecture choices
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Scenario 1:
Reactive responders
Wedefīti CEO Ana Pardo studied the map. Hurricane Xavier, a powerful Atlantic storm, was on
track to barrel up the coast from Washington DC to Boston. She gave the order to shutdown
East Coast operations and evacuate employees. Her decision automatically triggered a series of
events: Business systems command seamlessly transferred from Manhattan to the Paris office.
Simultaneously, talent systems rebalanced and redistributed work assignments from evacuating
employees to colleagues in other locations to support vital functions. Call center AI models predicted
the storm would lead to a spike in customer service requests overnight that would exceed the
capacity of the Manilla office to manage. An alert was sent to a small satellite office in Hyderabad to
standby for overflow calls to be autorouted to their location. As she prepared to evacuate, her CISO
messaged: The BooBerry hacking collective had attempted to breach their network under the cover
of the disruption, but the proactive AI cybersecurity system had recognized and thwarted the attack.

T

HIS VISION OF the reactive responder sounds

There are still a number of possible business

ideal. However, 70% of CxOs surveyed don’t

outcomes that could correlate with this scenario

have confidence in their organization’s ability

Reactive responders may be
willing to sacrifice customer
experience strategies in the
short term to achieve greater
operational efficiencies more
quickly and data would be a
priority, but not the priority.

to pivot and adapt to disruptive events.28

The reactive responder scenario is a current
imperative for many CEOs and chief human
resources officers (CHROs). And, while all
organizations clearly want to be responsive, those
that pursue this category likely choose to prioritize
resilient internal operations above other business
needs. They may be willing to sacrifice customer
experience strategies in the short term to achieve
greater operational efficiencies more quickly
(figure 3, x-axis) and data would be a priority, but
not the priority (y-axis).

based on how much or how little data, customer,
and ecosystem strategies are prioritized or
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deprioritized on the continuum, but one

likely), and digital ecosystem requirements. Given

permutation that fits into this quadrant is:

these desired outcomes, the CIO can then work

proactive cybersecurity, data intelligence,

with business partners to track technical

omnichannel customer experience (though

requirements (figures 5 and 6).

frictionless agile experiences could be equally
FIGURE 5

Scenario 1: Reactive responders
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Excluded from scenario 1
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FIGURE 6

Reactive responder
Technical
considerations

Business
outcomes
Proactive security
Intelligent automation aims to streamline
cyber security monitoring, threat
detection, and remediation with a focus
on internal business operations.

Globally distributed
Global business infrastructures
supporting work can leverage a globally
distributed operating model to manage
change across business lines, industries,
and regions.
This setup would allow the right experts
to quickly intervene as core business
needs change, and to better ensure
consistency across the business.

Data intelligence
AI programs can be directed internally to
improve the work, workforce, and
workplace experience with intelligent
automation, remote work infrastructures,
and more.

Standards-aligned
Being standards-aligned allows the
organization to adopt templates to
innovate quickly while still allowing the
ﬂexibility not to be constrained by them.
However, organizations should avoid
becoming too standards-driven, as
reliance on a speciﬁc library, stack, or
model might create bottlenecks if the
required functionality is not available in
the designated standard.

Internally focused data science capabilities
could eventually extend to supporting
more externally facing strategies.

Omnichannel customer experience
The customer experience may focus on
simple automation over more
personalized or predictive customer
experiences.

Agile
Agile development creates tighter
feedback loops, allowing organizations to
fail fast.

Digital ecosystem
Given many organizations have a
growing external workforce, an
ecosystem approach could be beneﬁcial
in streamlining an increasingly
distributed workforce.

Cloud-captive
Wherever possible, these organizations
can beneﬁt from a cloud-captive
approach—bringing data, processes, and
business operations onto the cloud.

Depending on where the organization is
today, the journey to agile may need to
be incremental.*

Note: * Carsten Brockmann et al., Stepping stones to an agile enterprise: From small beginnings to organizationwide adoption,
Deloitte Insights, July 29, 2019.
Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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BEYOND THE SCENARIO
Cloud-captive strategies and automation can
introduce cloud complexity of levels beyond
human capability to manage and even introduce
technical and dark debt. However, strong,
standards-aligned systems can help manage
various cloud infrastructures uniformly to generate
insights from abstracted data (i.e., data removed
from its source), drive proactive solutioning, and
improve operations. In this way, organizations can
create a feedback loop where data, automation, and
ML can streamline operations to become
increasingly responsive over time.
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Scenario 2:
Experience innovators
FutureBevCo hit a sales milestone, but CMO Latoya Bradley has a target to double revenue over
the next two years by rolling out one new flavor, launching a new customer engagement strategy,
and expanding into the Asia-Pacific market. Latoya opens her Business Intelligence dashboard. Its
ML algorithm analyzes anonymized data from customer purchases, smartphones, smart watches,
and social media and detects a strong correlation between customers with increased heart rates
(indicative of physical activity) ordering lime flavors, a trend with women aged 18–34 tagging their
lime drink on social media disproportionately on posts #atthegym, and a consistent spike in “lime”
sales in the morning. With this insight, Latoya gets to work.
A few months later, Li Xiu Ying enters the gym for her morning workout. She sees a promotion for a
new Raspberry-Lime beverage and receives a push notification from her gym app for a discounted
offer. Intrigued, she purchases the drink that has instructions to look under the cap for a QR code to
launch a mobile experience. She curiously clicks and finds an AR exercise card appears on the wall.
The bottle explains that each drink includes a different fitness routine. It looks like someone has a
new daily workout drink.

P

RODUCT AND EXPERIENCE innovation can

and computing needs on customer-centric goals

clearly be a powerful customer motivator.

(y-axis). For product companies, this might be an

For every single point gained on a customer

especially high priority. Equally, analog businesses

experience index, an organization could gain

looking to “go digital or go home” may be banking

US$200–500 million in annual revenue.29

The Experience innovator
places the customer
experience as the top priority.

According to Deloitte’s 2021 global marketing
trends, 57% of respondents said their organization
significantly altered digital platforms to better
meet customer needs in response to the
pandemic,30 with agile product and experience
strategies enhanced by CMO-CIO collaboration.31

on this strategy. Key stakeholders may include the
Having a mature customer strategy should be

CMO, the chief customer experience officer, the

important to every organization, but the experience

chief product officer, and others.

innovator places the customer experience as the
top priority, directing cloud resources more

Several variations can exist for this scenario. For

externally (figure 3, x-axis) and focusing their data

the purpose of this exercise, we’ve selected

17
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proactive cybersecurity as the priority business

ecosystem strategy too could be equally relevant,

outcome for the use case. Depending on what data

but we’ve chosen enterprise platforms, given that

is available across what type of devices, the data

today’s tech behemoths take a platform approach

strategy too can vary. So, to push the customer

to customer products and services.32 Given this

experience to the edge of what’s possible, we’ll

scenario, the CIO can track the corresponding

focus on the intelligent edge, personalized virtual

technical requirements (figures 7 and 8).

experiences, and the spatial web. A platform versus

FIGURE 7

Scenario 2: Experience innovators
Scenario 2 business outcomes and aligned technical considerations
Excluded from scenario 2
Included partially
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FIGURE 8

Experience innovator
Technical
considerations

Business
outcomes
Proactive cybersecurity
Security aims to meet customer privacy
expectations and to enable product integrity
in a way that builds customer trust.*

Centralized
Product-focused organizations usually
have a dedicated product team focused
on ideation, development, and delivery.
The team may include business
strategists, product managers, cloud
technologists, user experience designers,
etc., working toward a shared vision,
making a centralized operating model
preferable.

Intelligent edge
Customer insight could beneﬁt data across
devices (sensors, beacons, wearables, IoT
devices, edge technologies, robotics, digital
twins, etc.).

Some standards
These organizations may use some
standards when testing new products
and capabilities to understand how they
impact the user/customer.

This data can help to power highly
personalized, predictive, and potentially
immersive customer experiences.

The use of some standards, as opposed
to a standards-aligned or
standards-driven approach, could be
preferable because organizations will be
able to use common templates that
appeal to customer expectations, when
needed.

Personalized virtual
experiences and the spatial web

Evolution
Agile might help to make small
incremental product changes, but to
really transform and innovate, product
architectures that allow the organization
to evolve are preferable.

These organizations have an opportunity
to push the limits of the customer
experience with immersive, spatial web
experiences.

Large-scale innovation and
transformation may require bringing in
disruptive or next-generation
technologies, such as augmented
reality/virtual reality (AR/VR).

Enterprise platforms

Hybrid cloud
Customer-facing applications trend
toward public cloud, while more sensitive
data may need to be saved on premises
or in a private cloud.

Product innovation may focus on
creating a new application or service for
the customer.

Notes: * EC-Council, “Why cybersecurity is vital to business trust,” May 9, 2019; Chon Abraham et al., “How digital trust drives culture
change,” MIT Sloan Review, March 18, 2019.
Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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BEYOND THE SCENARIO
A mature data strategy can push what’s possible in
terms of customer understanding, but having data
spread out with a hybrid cloud strategy (both local
and in the cloud) creates data silos, and gaining a
single view of the customer may be a challenge.
Certain cloud services can create greater
consistency across the hybrid infrastructure (local,
private, cloud), so that no matter where the data is
being stored, customers still have a consistent
experience. Further, with applications now able to
access data in a more consistent way, the next
frontier is expected to be about managing data
flows across devices (mobile, wearables, IoT, edge,
etc.) with equal consistency to power experiences
and insights.
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Scenario 3:
Proactive data defenders
The security team was braced for chaos: Evacuation orders meant employees would be logging
in from unfamiliar locations, and new people would be accessing sensitive systems. Even a year
ago, they would have been flooded with automated alerts. But CISO Torben Hsu was confident
his system could handle the upheaval. Within minutes, ML identified which anomalous events
were consistent with disaster protocols and weather data coming in from outside the system. New
automated replies addressed common log-in issues. That’s why Torben’s team was ready when the
real threat hit: A Trojan horse embedded in the firmware of a back-office system was triggered to
siphon customer data to a site on the dark web. Self-healing AI in the machine identified its own
abnormal behavior and quarantined itself from the rest of the network. Pattern analysis identified
signatures that tied the virus to a distributed network of known hackers, and Torben’s team alerted
authorities of the widespread attack.

W

HILE AI CAN help address a multitude of

organizations that see AI as a unique way to

enterprise business goals, cybersecurity

innovate their cybersecurity and governance

and governance are a top focus for the

programs with an internal operations focus on the

CISO, particularly in the context of cloud

(figure 3, x-axis) and a mature data strategy on the

innovation. A Deloitte analysis found 75% of

(y-axis). To be proactive data defenders, the CISO

surveyed organizations with a mature cloud and

and CDO are critical partners.

cyber strategy report doing well or very well in
using advanced technologies to become more

This scenario could apply across industries.

resilient and agile, and 70% sure to predict

However, highly regulated industries, such as

potential future risks and threats.33 Given this,

government, financial services, and life sciences

some organizations are turning to AI-enabled

and health care, which have heavy cybersecurity,

cybersecurity and governance in the cloud to better

governance, and data privacy requirements, might

manage perceived and real threats.

favor this one especially.34 The mature IT
operations focus on proactive governance would be

While maintaining cloud security and managing

complemented by a high level of data intelligence

cyber risk should be a priority for every

to power predictive capabilities, such as fraud,

organization, this scenario is focused on

threat detection, and supply chain risk. This
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mature operations focus would extend to the

ecosystems can enable them to better understand

customer mindset with the desire to create

the impact of relationships outside their network

frictionless agile experiences. As these

on their network. Once again, the CIO can use

organizations look to understand new and

these drivers to track corresponding technical

emergent risk categories, reaching out across not

requirements (figures 9 and 10).

just their ecosystem but their network of
FIGURE 9

Scenario 3: Proactive data defenders
Scenario 3 business outcomes and aligned technical considerations
Excluded from scenario 3
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FIGURE 10

Proactive data defender
Technical
considerations

Business
outcomes
Proactive governance
The priority on proactive governance
looks to apply AI to all internal operations
to make them not just automated but
intelligent and even self-healing should
infrastructure fail and self-protecting in
the case of cyberattacks.

Centralized
The security-minded, AI-enabled
company can beneﬁt from a centralized
operating model in order to tightly
manage access to conﬁdential
information and processes.

Data intelligence
This company would understand the
strategic value of data, as it is the data that
provides the intelligence to detect and
respond to cyber risks and govern
operations automatically.

Some standards
For many organizations, some standards,
such as regulatory and compliance
standards, are required. These include
ISO 227001 and SOC-2, among many
others.

While data matures, unlike the AI-fueled
entrepreneur, these organizations would
direct AI eﬀorts internally to optimize all
possible operations: responding to threats,
automatically adapting processes,
self-healing software, and infrastructures
in which bugs are automatically detected
and corrected.

Organizations that are not too
standards-driven or aligned can more
easily adopt new security tools or even
use multiple technologies using diﬀerent
standards directed at the same problem.

Frictionless/agile experiences
Frictionless/agile experiences may suﬃce,
but maintaining them could be a
challenge when balancing automated
fraud detection that may lock users out of
the system unnecessarily versus real
threats.

Agile
As the threat landscape is continuously
shifting, an agile approach to cybersecurity
operations can allow for more continuous,
iterative infrastructure and application
enhancements.
This approach can also enable
organizations to automate processes,
controls, and risk reviews, as well as enable
regulatory compliance with solutions that
continuously learn and improve.

Given its mature data strategy, this
scenario would beneﬁt from an
ecosystem approach to be able to collect
data from across the network.
Even though the proactive, AI-enabled
cybersecurity governor is not overtly
customer-focused, customers certainly
stand to beneﬁt from outcomes, such as
improved data privacy and trust.
Network of ecosystems
A network of ecosystems will enable the
organization to evaluate and respond to
the widest surface area across
customers, suppliers, partners, and
individuals/entities not in its network but
loosely tied to it.

Plural cloud
Given the heightened focus on
governance and security, these
organizations could beneﬁt from a plural
cloud approach—with the ﬂexibility to
use private cloud conﬁgurations for
managing data with the highest of data
security needs and requirements.

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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BEYOND THE SCENARIO
The organization that views cybersecurity
governance as its core mission must have complete
situational awareness with the ability to respond to
known and unknown threats. As systems become
more complex, the full panoply of ways in which
things could go awry becomes ever larger and, thus,
vigilance becomes ever more critical. By analyzing
historical threats to understand patterns, predictive
threat monitoring can improve over time to enhance
all kinds of processes. This hyper-automation could
dramatically impact work—bringing humans and AI
together as “super teams” working together to solve
problems.35 For cloud and cybersecurity
professionals responsible for system monitoring and
integrity, this could mean increased freedom to
focus on innovating new solutions and executing
predictive recommendations.
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Scenario 4:
AI-fueled entrepreneurs
Rodrigo Gonzalez’s SustainoMobile dashboard sends an alert. The car’s digital maintenance system
analyzed its telemetric data and has noticed a potentially concerning pattern that could result in a
high chance of an accident without maintenance. The system alerts Rodrigo to visit a certified service
station within the next 200 miles. The issue is logged with SustainoMobile, and its certified service
centers automatically appear on the GPS—15 minutes away. The next available appointment is in
30 minutes. Accept! Rodrigo changes course. His car insurance information automatically populates.
He’s preapproved for the required part, and the company’s inventory management system shows it’s
currently available. On the backend, it removes the part from inventory and uses real-time service
data to predict upcoming ordering needs with suppliers. When entering, Rodrigo receives an alert
predicting a 20-minute wait based on similar jobs completed. While waiting, based on his purchases
of all-weather matts and a high chance of rain, his app suggests he might want to buy an umbrella.
Good call. He clicks yes. The digital payment is made, and he watches the car’s digital twin run
predictive safety simulations while he waits.

A

NY CLOUD INNOVATION strategy

As expected, an AI-fueled entrepreneur would

discussion would almost certainly include

have a more mature data strategy focused on data

AI. In Deloitte’s 2020 state of AI 3rd

intelligence (i.e., ML) or data at the intelligent

edition, 83% of respondents said AI will be very or

edge, if relevant (figure 3, y-axis). The IT

critically important to their organization’s success

operations focus could vary considerably for

in the next two years.36 For its part, use of the

AI-fueled entrepreneur, but to offer a scenario that

cloud for AI and ML applications results in better

falls into the top right quadrant—a mature data

decision-making and “significant” competitive

strategy directed at both internal and external

advantage relative to noncloud-based

operations—we’ll choose business operations and

configurations. Organizations focused on

continuity (trending toward smart workforce

becoming AI-fueled entrepreneurs will need to

management) as a baseline with the desire to also

understand the needs and priorities of the CDO/

use AI for increasingly personalized virtual

chief data scientist and where the CIO can best

experiences (x-axis).

provide support.
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This scenario shows an organization at the early

ecosystem. Given the business scenario, the CIO

phases of an AI-everything strategy. It might,

can then track the corresponding technical

therefore, also look to use a digital ecosystem as a

requirements (figures 11 and 12).

way to access and generate new data across its

FIGURE 11

Scenario 4: AI-fueled entrepreneurs
Scenario 4 business outcomes and aligned technical considerations
Excluded from scenario 4
Included partially
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FIGURE 12

AI-fueled entrepreneurs
Technical
considerations

Business
outcomes
Business operations and continuity
toward remote workforce management

Globally distributed

Many organizations have data silos. A
centralized operating model could make it to
understand what data is available across the
organization to harness its full potential.

The AI-fueled entrepreneur’s innovation
program might use the cloud to support
certain aspects of workforce automation,
such as conversational AI (for customer call
centers), automated system scans, and bots.

A globally distributed operating model can make
it easier for diﬀerent parts of the organization
to bring together data across silos.

As the AI-fueled entrepreneur matures so
too can its focus on increasingly intelligent
internal operations.

Data intelligence (ML)
or data at the intelligent edge

Standards-aligned

A data-mature, AI-fueled entrepreneur
would be interested in collecting as much
data as possible across its entire business
ecosystem (mobile, IoT, etc.).

Standards can be beneﬁcial in some cases,
such as using prepackaged models from
cloud providers to speed time-to-market or
in an ecosystem for greater interoperability
of data, products, and services.

A services company may bear some
similarity to scenario 1 while a
product-driven company may resemble
scenario 2.

However, maintaining the ability to create
proprietary models, for example, can help
enable better AI explainability in certain
situations.

AI-fueled entrepreneurs can beneﬁt from
thinking through where data resides across
their ecosystem, how to harness it, and to
achieve what end.

In this way, being standards-aligned (but not
standards-driven) allows the team to drive
best-of-breed implementation and
operations while maintaining ﬂexibility.

Personalized virtual experiences

Evolution

Given many organizations already have a
mature data-driven customer strategy, in
this case, the AI-fueled entrepreneur would
be focused on more advanced machine
learning.

Infrastructures that are able to
evolve—change at their core—without
depending on a single vendor or model are
better positioned to adapt to rapid
advancements in algorithms and hardware
to support these strategies.

This approach can use AI to enhance user
journeys and experiences across a number
of touchpoints.

AI solutions will need to constantly adapt to
new AI models, tools, software, and
infrastructure.

The goal here would be to create a range of
data-driven experiences that get smarter
and more personalized over time.

An agile approach of iterative and
incremental improvement might miss out
on taking advantage of these innovations.

Digital ecosystem

Cloud-captive

The digital ecosystem could be used as a
way to access and generate new data
across the workforce ecosystem and/or the
customer ecosystem.

A cloud-captive (or all-cloud) execution
strategy would allow organizations to scale
up and down AI computing needs with
tremendous computing power, consistency,
and reliability.
Cloud ML services—which include data
analytics and ML programs with pretrained
models—could also be used to support
these programs.

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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BEYOND THE SCENARIO
Organizations are collecting data to understand all
aspects of their businesses: workforce, customers,
partners, industries, and regions. While
microsegmentation and microtargeting can be
beneficial, they can make achieving a more holistic
perspective—the big picture—challenging,
especially with data privacy concerns in mind.
Therefore, organizations may avoid data
segmentation, which is reliant on personal
information and with greater data privacy concerns,
and opt instead for abstracting the data (removing
identifying details). This way, organizations can
preserve personal anonymity and establish ways to
create and use protected, unchangeable data with a
clear chain of custody. This abstracted data could
be a powerful resource for “big picture” insights
and strategy. In place of targeting strategies, other
approaches, such as gamification, could be used to
drive more personalized experiences by enabling
their own unique user journeys.
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Conclusion

A

• Seek out opportunities to leverage technical

S ORGANIZATIONS LAY out their innovation
plans for the next 5–10 years, cloud

choices that can be shared across an array of

technology is not expected to be an

different business scenarios, allowing for greater

afterthought. Rather, it could serve as core to the

flexibility to address scenarios simultaneously or

entire innovation value proposition. The cloud will

in succession. Conversely, identify scenarios that

likely become the context within which innovation

require separate infrastructure considerations,

programs are evaluated and decisions are made

configuration, and budgeting.

throughout all aspects of an organization, including
the entirety of the C-suite. Indeed, the business

• Assess each cloud innovation program for its

innovation strategy is evolving into the cloud

unique economic implications and perform a

innovation strategy, bringing together the business

corresponding cost-benefit analysis, with a focus

and technical considerations that reflect this

on cost reduction and value. This can serve as a

changing reality.

guide to decision-making for potential
economies of scale.

We’ve proposed a set of key business and technical
• Apply scenario thinking to your organization’s

drivers as well as factors that companies may apply
as they pursue their cloud innovation programs.

cloud innovation strategy to clearly define the

These drivers and factors—that we applied in four

desired and priority future state outcomes. In

specific scenarios—offer an approach into how

doing so, place particular emphasis on data and

organizations may use them across a full spectrum

operational computing needs throughout the

of situations.

organization and across all stakeholders.

What follows is a set of recommendations that may

Indeed, there is no single approach to a successful

serve an organization as it pursues its own cloud

cloud innovation initiative. Each path is distinct and

innovation strategies and unique scenarios:

informed by an organization’s unique priorities and
constraints. Still, there can be little doubt that, no

• Assess the four business drivers that we

matter the technical and financial constraints and

identified and weigh the corresponding business

accompanying trade-offs, the journey will likely

factors against each other within the context of

prove to be one worth taking in creating real value

your unique circumstances. Be willing to make

for the company and its bottom line.

technical and financial tradeoffs in the process.
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